
IIff  iitt  iiss  iimmppoorrttaanntt  eennoouugghh  ……  

TThheerree  iiss  aallwwaayyss  ttiimmee!!  
 

 

A university philosophy professor 

began his class by placing a big glass 

jar on the desk at the front of the 

classroom. He then brought out three 

containers; one with rocks, one with 

pebbles and one with sand. He didn’t 

say anything to his students, he just 

started to place the rocks into the jar 

one-by-one. When no more rocks 

would fit into the jar he asked the 

class whether the jar was full … they 

agreed that it was. He then started 

adding pebbles to the jar and the 

students watched as they fell into the 

gaps between the rocks. The 

professor continued until no more 

pebbles would fit in the jar … 

 

Again he asked if the jar was full and again the students concurred. The professor 

then took the sand and started pouring it into the jar … obviously the sand filled 

all the remaining gaps between the rocks and the pebbles. When no more sand 

would fit into the jar, predictably the professor asked the class whether the jar 

was full. In unison the class shouted out “YES!” 

 

The professor then looked at his class and said, ‘Okay the lesson … imagine the 

glass jar is your life. The rocks represent the most important things, such as; your 

health, your family, your passions and your self. The pebbles represent more urgent 

things like, your work, your hobbies, your social life etc. The sand is all the other 

little less important things!’ He continued, ‘What would happen if you filled the jar 

with all the sand and pebbles first?’ The class responded, ‘there would be no room 

for the rocks!’ 

 

‘Correct’ the professor replied. ‘So in life if you fill 

your time with the small, urgent, less important 

things you will have no room for the most important 

things that will provide true joy and happiness … so, 

put the rocks in first!’ Just then a young male 

student came to the front of the class with a bottle 

of beer. He opened the bottle and started pouring 

the beer into the jar. The students laughed as they 

watched the beer fill the gaps between the rocks, 

pebbles and the sand until the beer bottle was 

empty and the glass jar was absolutely full. The 

student then said, ‘The moral of the story is; no 

matter how full your life, there is always room for a 

beer!!’ 

 

 



The beggar and the millionaire have the same hours in the day! 
I love that story and I love the end of it … a great lesson with humour. The 

message, however, is very serious! We often don’t think we have time, when 

actually we do … we have just filled it with other urgent and often less important 

things. The inspiration for this article came because I was debating whether to 

actually write an article this week.  

 

It is currently Wednesday evening as I write this - tomorrow morning, very early, 

Laura and I are leaving for Perth for 5 days. I normally write my article on a 

Friday/Saturday and send it on a Sunday. I have so much to do to prepare for 

Perth as I am running a weekend workshop for budding authors … so I just 

resigned myself to the fact that I won’t have the time to write, upload and send 

the article. Then yesterday whilst in the shower I had an epiphany and thought, 

‘of course I have the time … if it is important enough’  

 

I decided that this article is 

important for me to write and 

share no matter what. I have loyal 

people – you – who read it every 

week … I don’t want to let you 

down. Integrity is one of my core 

values and so I re-prioritised my 

time … I got up earlier this 

morning to do other things, I 

delegated the things I could and I 

postponed the things that weren’t  

as important and … I got it done!! I remember hearing a quote from one of my 

mentors that ‘the beggar and the millionaire have the same hours in the day … it is 

how they use those hours that determines their outcome.’ 

 

How can you use your time better? 
It is not just about rich and poor. The healthy and the unhealthy have the same 

hours in the day. The happily married and the unhappily married have the same 

hours in the day. The stressed and the relaxed have the same hours in the day. 

The successful and the unsuccessful have the same hours in the day. You and 

every other person on the planet have the same hours in the day. How are you 

using those hours? 

 

I would challenge you right now to think about how you are spending your day. 

Which rocks have not been put into the glass jar first? What pebbles and sand are 

making it impossible for the rock to fit? What area of your life do you want to 

change? What would you be willing to get rid of to make space for the things that 

are going to make the biggest difference in your life?   

 

I challenge you to do it NOW. Make a decision ... NOW! Decide to turn off the TV 

and go for a run.  Decide to leave work early and spend time with your family. 

Decide to get off facebook and write your book!! The time is there to get what 

you want - just as it is for all of us - the big question ... is it important enough? Do it 

now ... I dare you! Use your time wisely ... you will be so glad you did! 
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